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To all whom it may concern:

Beit known that I, EDWARD STANLEYBOYN.
TON, of Bridgeport, Fairfield county, State of
Connecticut, assignor to the WHEELER &WIL
SON MANUFACTURING COMPANY., of Bridge
port, Connecticut, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Machinery for Sewing
Books, which is fully set forth in the following
specification and accompanying drawings, in
which

Figures 1 and 1; constitute a plan view of
my improved machine. Fig. 2 is a left-hand
side elevation; Fig. 3, a right-hand side eleva
tion. Fig. 4 is a front elevation; Fig. 5, a ver
tical cross-section of Fig. 1; Fig. 6, a sectional

plan view with bed removed; Fig. 7, detail
views of the presser-foot; Fig. 8, detail views
of the clamp feeding mechanism; Fig. 9, a sec
tional detail representing the method of coil
ing the band-thread about the securing-pins;
Figs.10 and II, sectional details of the presser
operating rock-shaft and mechanism co-operat
ing therewith; and Figs. 12, 13, and 14, front
elevation, section, and plan of the throat-plate.
The machine herein described is adapted to
sew or unite together the signatures to form a
book, the uniting means being band-threads
inserted through the saw-cuts to form loops,

d, the points of which enter corresponding
concavities in the earse, which project down
Ward from the presser-operating rock-shaft d.
The rock-shaft d has its center-pins f° in line
with the center-pins di consequently the two
rock-shafts vibrate from the same center,
whereby the presser-feet g’, which bear upon
the open signature, are enabled to adapt them
selves to their varying thicknesses, so as al

Ways to be in correct position with reference.
to the loops thrown outward from the needles
i to insure the entrance into such loops of the
Securing-pin.

The needles i, eye-pointed and supplied each
with a band-thread led from a suitable spool,
g, over tension devices f, are carried at the
ends of arms E, projecting from the needle
armrock-shaft, there being one or more needles
to each arm-preferably two. The cam-groove

which imparts movement to the needle-arms
is so shaped as to cause the needles to rise
slowly as they enter the saw-cuts in the open

signature laid one half upon the bed C, while
the other half projects forward over the book
support D. After the presser-feet bear upon
the open signature and bring it down upon the
throat-plates a the needles stop and recede far
enough to throw out at their rear the neces
sary loops for the entrance of the securing
pins, after which the needles are caused to re

into which, within the signature, are projected
securing-pins to hold such loops, the open sig
- -natures during such operation being held be cede quickly. .
Each needle is curved so that its arc corre
tween pressers and throat-plates, after which sponds
with the radius of its carrying-arm, is
the pressers are lifted sufficiently high to per
mit the clear movement of one half of the sig grooved deeply upon its convexed face, and

nature upon the other by the action of a fold is threaded from that side, so that the thread
emerges from the eye on the concaved side of
ing-blade.
The invention consists in various combina the needle, and from such eye passes to and
tions, as hereinafter set forth, at the close of encircles a securing-pin within a signature.

the specification.

The frame of the machine is of suitable shape
to Sustain the Working parts. The main or
driven shaft a, provided with a pulley, 1,
adapted to be rotated in any usual Way, has a

The presser-operating rock-shaft d(see Figs. .
10 and 11) has a bearing, h, which receives
upon it a ratchet, 13, provided with a hub, 13,
to which is secured one end of a strong spring,
14, the outer end of the spring being attached
to a fixed part, , of the shaft d. Upon the
bearings h” at the ends of the shaft d, and be
yond the ratchet, are placed the sockets 12,
which, at their upper and lower ends, are con
nected rigidly by shafts j k'. These sockets

Worm, 2, which engages a Worm-toothed pin
ion, 3, on and rotates the cam-shaft 4, which
is provided with a cam-grooved disk, 8. (See
Fig. 5.) The groove of this disk receives a
roller-stud, 11, on an arm, b°, projecting from
the needle-arm rock-shaft e, the latter being 12, at one or both ends, according to the num
provided with ears c, in which are center-pins ber of needles being used, have a spring-held.
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pawl, X, which engages the teeth of the spring- jaw, so that by tightening the nut a (see
ratchet 13. One of these sockets 12 is Con Figs. 3 and 8) the main jaw may be held

nected by link 7 with an adjustable pin, 6, on
a disk, 5, at the end of shaft 4. As the sockets
are moved by the shaft 4 in the direction of
the arrow 2, the pawl X engages the ratchet
on the bearing projection h”, and applies to
such bearing projection the power necessary
to rock the shaft d on its centers.f.
The presser-operating rock-shaft d has ad
justably attached to it a series of presser-arms,
F, provided at their outer ends with remov
able presser-feet g”, suitably slotted to receive
the needles. Each presser-foot, as shown in
Fig. 7, has a pin-directing block, l, near the
sides of which the needles irise. These blocks
assist in retaining the loops of band-thread in
proper position to be entered by the securing
pin, which is guided, when passing from one
to the other loop, by a guideway in the block,
the entrance to the guideway being counter
sunk to insure the proper entrance and di
rection of the wire into the loops. Each
presser has a spring-stop, c, against which the
free end of the securing-pin strikes before it
is severed to be left in the loop of band-thread,
such stop preventing longitudinal movement
of the pin under the action of the cutters, and
serving as a guide for the pin as it is being
drawn
down to the signature by the band
loop.
The shaft at the upper end of the sockets
12 has placed upon it, in line with each presser
arm, a link, J, to operate a securing-pin cutter,

I, shown in this instance as a lever pivoted
upon the arm F, the stationary member to co

operate with Ibeing a small centrally-bored
steel die secured in arm F. This shaft f° has
also a link, K, in this instance shown as a
three-part link. One part, 0°, of this link is
made as a socket, to receive within it loosely
the reduced end of the second part, n”, about
which, and between the end of m” and the in
ternally-threaded larger portion of n, is placed
a spiral spring, o°. The part n° is provided
with a pin to enter a slot in m”, (see Fig. 5,)
whereby the parts are prevented from be
coming separated. The third part, p°, of K
is screw-threaded at one end to enter the in
ternal screw-thread of n, and slotted at its
outer end to fit a stud, r, on a bell-crank, 17,
having its fulcrum on a hub, s, projecting
from the main jaw t of the clamping feeding
device H, that moves the material 19, from
which the securing-pins are cut, such material
being led from suitable reels or spools h.
The auxiliary jaw 18, connected with one end
of the elbow-lever 17, is slotted at it, to re
ceive a guide-pin, c', projecting from t, and
the upper end of 18 enters a recess or groove
formed at the top of t”, the material 19 pass
ing between them, so that it is held against
lateral deflection when not positively clamped.
The main jaw has its fulcrum on an adjust
able friction-bolt, w, held in the arm F, the
bolt having a conical split head, which enters

upon the bolt ac” with more or less force, to
cause a sufficient amount of resistance against
movement thereon as may be necessary to in
sure its proper co-operation as a clamp with
the movable jaw. 18. The stiffer the material
19 the greater the resistance, and vice versa.
Lengthening the link K by screwing pinto
in shortens the quantity of material fed for
ward for each securing-pin. The spiralspring
o° permits the clamp feeding device H, after
the passage of the securing-pin into the loops,
to remain stationary in its forward position,
(it then resting against the end of the wire
guide G,) while the shaft f, carried by the
sockets 12, is moved far enough to cause the
link J to operate the cutting device to sever
the securing-pin from the coil of material,
such pin being cut from the material when the
crank operating the sockets 12 is capable of
exerting its greatest power. As the sockets
recede, and with them the shaft j', the elbow
lever is first moved by the linkK, to cause the
auxiliary jaw to release its hold upon the ma
terial 19, and then both jaws move back to.
gether along over the material preparatory to
again engaging it at a new place to again carry
it forward. The guides G. G., which receive
and direct the material 19 from the spool to
the clamp feeding device, and then to the
presser-foot 'guide to enter the band-loops,

are curved in opposite directions, whereby a
proper amount of friction is always exerted
upon the material 19 to hold it while the feed
ing mechanism recedes, which insures a uni
form length of pin or forward feed of, and ob
viates
the use of a dog or clamp to hold, the
material.
The presser-feet, after clamping the open .
signature upon the throat-plates a, remain at
rest, while the sockets continue to advance,
and, through shaft.j and its connections, feed

forward the material 19 and sever it into pins.
The connecting-spring 14, between the ratchet
13 and the bearing portion h”, permits the
presser to so stop its motion and to remain
held by a yielding pressure.
It will be seen that the pressers, feeding de
vices, and cutting mechanism are all operated
from a single connection with the cam-shaft;
and it will be obvious that, instead of a crank

disk,
the sockets may be moved by a grooved
08.

The presser-arms F on the presser-operat
ing rock-shaft d are of such length, and the
shaft is so pivoted with relation to the bed C
and the throat-plates, and so operated through
the sockets described, that the pressers are al
ways lifted above the throat-plates to a dis
tance substantially equal to the width of the
plate C, whereby ample space is furnished for
the clear passage from under the presser-arms
after the insertion of the securing-pins of that
half of the signature then above the table C.
The shaft 4 has a cam-grooved disk, 9, which

a more acute-angled conical recess in the main receives a roller-stud, 10, on the short arm of .

3
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a sector-lever, N, pivoted at a, Fig. 2. The

1877, to which reference may be had. The
toothed end of this sector engages a pinion, securing-pins
are inserted within the band
O, on shaft M, extended across the machine, loops formed or projected from the concave or

and rocks the shaft so that its cranks b, con
nected with ears 9 on the folding-plate:L, raise
such plate after the pressers are elevated, and,
carry it forward, causing the folder to move
upward and outward to lift that part of the
signaturelying above it, and cause it to fold
Over upon the other half of the signature out
side the needles.

rear side of the curved needles; but as the

needles descend to tighten the loops about the
pins such pins are moved from the rear to the
front side of the needle-holes, or across and

down in front of the throat-plates in the di

rection of the arrow, Fig. 13.
It will be noticed, when the securing-pins
are being inserted in the band-thread loops,

The folder is kept in nearly a horizontalpo. that the threads extend from the securing-pins
in the top signature of the book-pile in front

sition by means of a tail-piece, b, suitably,
controlled by guides c. When the folder
reaches its forward position one of the cranks
b' strikes the upper end of a spring-pawl, o,
and disengages it from the teeth of a ratchet,
2. On a shaft, l, provided with arms ill, con

nected by links in with the book-supporting
plate D, adapted to be guided vertically in
suitable ways of the frame. The weight of

the table Discounterbalanced by weight l,
and the Weight of the sewed signatures is
counterbalanced by the weight p, and when

of the needles, and thence to the rear of the
needles, through the eyes, and down along
the convex face of the needle, as shown in
Fig. 9, and consequently each securing-pin is
placed within a twisted loop, so that when the
loop is tightened the band-thread is found to
have a turn about the securing-pin. If the
needle-eye were threaded in the opposite di
rection, and the pins were inserted at the op
posite or front side of the needles, this twist
of the band-thread about the pin would not

pawlo is disengaged the plate D is kept up be gained. . . .
It will be noticed in a book connected in the
The folder-blade at the under portion of its manner
described that the wider the book is
forward edge has a lip, d, which, as the folder opened the more the bands are loosened, and
Only by p.

,":"

. . .. .

passes forward over the top of the throat
plate a, descends upon the signature just
folded by it and placed upon the book-pile,
and crowds such book-pile and plate D down
until the signature just united and folded is
brought to such a level below the front of the
throat-plate that the latter and the book-pile

are at the proper level to receive a new sig
nature. .
. . .. . .
..
These throat-plates are diagonally slotted

at front, as shown in Fig. 12 at 21, to permit
low the top surfaces of the throats, so that.
when the band-threads are drawn taut by the
descending needles the full pull of the thread.
is exerted directly upon the securing-pins to
draw the top signature firmly down upon and
close to the next signature of the book-pile,
while the pawlo holds the plate D stationary.
The band-threads, as they pass down through
the diagonal slots 21, are each moved later
ally to one side of the paths in which the nee
dles move, so that the needles always, rise at
the same side of the band-threads, and cause
the
“purl” of the
stitches to run in the same
direction.
.
The throat-plates a are, by a set-screw, 8,
made horizontally adjustable to correspondin
position with the presser and needles, they be.
ing also adjustable with relation each to the

the top signature of the book-pile to pass be-,

other by suitable set-screws, to correspond
With the distances apart of the band-slots in
different-sized books,
The material 19, from which the securing
pins are formed, will preferably be of corru
gated wire.
The book united by this machine will be
substantially such a book as described in a

patent granted to me, No. 193,109, July 17,

as the book is closed the bands are tightened.
The back plate 22, to which are attached
the throat-plates a and the plate D, is sup
ported by screws.g., Fig. 4, which permits the
back plate and its connected parts to be
turned away from it, so as to gain access to.
the needles to adjust or thread them, which
is very essential to the rapid and practical op
eration of the machine. The locking-springs
hhold the plate 22 in upright position.
In this machine it is obvious that the details
of the parts may be variously modified, as by
the employment of any well-known equivalents,
without departing from this invention.
The plate D has at its outer margin a sig
nature-griper, c, suitably pivoted to permit the
introduction under it of a signature, and pro
vided with a spring, c', to hold it pressed

down thereon. This griper, by pressure up
on the lower signatures, prevents them from
being moved laterally away from the throat
plates, thereby always retaining the lower sig
natures close up to the throats and back plate,
so as to insure a rigid base for the tightening
of the stitch.
I claim-

.

-

1. In a book-sewing machine, the needles,
throat-plate, presser-feet, and feeding and cut
ting mechanism for the material to form the
securing-pins, in combination with the folding
blade, to operate substantially as described.
2. The combination, with the throat-plate
and needles, of the book-supporting plate and
mechanism, substantially as described, to lock
and release it, whereby the supporting-plate
is held positively, and prevented from de
scending while the thread is drawn taut, as
and for the purpose set forth.
3. The rounded and slotted throat-plates

4
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5. The feeding-clamp composed of the
and book-supporting plate, in combination
With the needles, whereby the signature last main and auxiliary jaws, and elbow-lever sup
folded is made to rest directly upon a signa ported upon a hub projecting from the main
ture below it when the needles draw the band jaw, substantially as described.
threads about the securing-pins last projected 16. The main jaw of the clamp feeding
into their loops, substantially as described. mechanism, in combination with a friction-bolt
4. The throat-plates provided with diagonal fitted thereto, to operate substantially as de- 9
slots, leading from the needle-openings, to op Scribed.
erate upon the band-threads carried by the 17. In a book-sewing machine, the combina
needles, substantially as described.
tion, With the throat-plates, of the presser and
5. The throat-plates and book-supporting needle-carrying arms having their centers of
plate, combined with the movable back plate vibration in the same axial line, to operate
22, to permit access to the needles, substan Substantially as described.
tially as described.
18. The presser-operating rock-shaft and
6. The rounded and slotted throat-plates, its bearing portion, combined with a ratchet
combined with the folder, provided with a lip and spring placed thereon, substantially as
to operate upon the signatures, substantially and for the purpose described.
aS described.
19. The presser - operating rock-shaft, its
7. The book-supporting plate and mechan bearing portion, and the ratchet and spring,
ism, substantially as described, to hold or re in combination with the sockets and their
lease it, in combination with thread-carrying connecting-shafts, to actuate the feeding and
needles, pressers, the curved guides to receive, cutting mechanisms after the presser-feet
and the feeding and cutting mechanism to clamp the open signature upon the throat, sub
feed forward and sever, the securing-pin mate stantially as and for the purpose described.
rial When placed in the loops of the band 20. The presser-operating rock - shaft and
thread, substantially as described.
shaft.j, adapted to move in an arc concentric
8. The combination, with the presser, of two With the axis of such rock-shaft, and also rock
band-thread-carrying needles and a guide to upon an independent bearing of the rock-shaft,
direct the end of the securing-pin into two in combination with the links J and K, to
loops consecutively, substantially as described. operate the cutting and feeding devices, sub
9. The combination, with the vibrating press stantially as described.
er-arm and presser-foot, provided with a pin 21. In a book-sewing machine, the book
directing block and needle-holes, of a cutting Supporting plate and needles grooved on their
blade attached to the presser-arm, to sever the outer sides next such plate, and threaded from
securing-pin from the length of material, sub their grooved outer sides, as described, com
stantially as described.
bined with feeding and cutting mechanisms to
10. The combination, with the presser-foot place securing-pins into loops formed at the
and guide thereon, of the spring-stop, substan rear sides of the needles, whereby, when the
tially as described.
needles are withdrawn to tighten the loops of
11. The combination, with the presser-foot, band-thread and draw the signatures together,
of a guide-block, v, located thereon as shown, the band-thread is made to completely en
to operate Substantially as described with re circle the securing-pins, substantially as de
scribed.
lation to the needles and securing-pin.
12. The combination, with the clamping feed 22. In a book-sewing machine, the combi
mechanism, of guides curved in different di nation, with the shafts to actuate the presser
rections, to hold against return movement the and needle-carrying arms, and the back plate
material to be cut up into securing-pins, sub 22, of presser and needle.carrying arms and
stantially as described.
throat-plates, and set-screws to adjust them
13. The combination, with the throat-plate laterally to enter the band-slots in various
and vibrating presser, of the guides curved in sized books.
different directions and the clamping feed 23. The combination, with the throat-plates
and book-supporting plate, of the signature
mechanism, substantially as described.
14. The combination, with the clampfeeding griper, to operate substantially as described.
mechanism, of the yielding and adjustable
EDWARD STANLEY BOYNTON.
connecting-link and a stop for the feeding
clamp, to permit it to remain at rest while the Witnesses:
shaft f° continues its movement to sever a pin
S. J. GORDON,
JOHN W. RIPLEY.
from the material, substantially as described.

